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Stain and Paint Grade European Frameless

Paint Grade European Frameless

Paint Grade European Frameless with Stain Grade Applied Ends

HIGH-END.
LUXURY.
CUSTOM.

We pride ourselves in our dedication to 

excellence in design and fabrication of our 

custom cabinets. We serve North Central 

Washington with nearly three decades of 

experience. When you are looking for new 

cabinetry, we are here to serve you. 



Stain Grade Overlay Face Frame

Paint Grade Inset Face FrameStain and Paint Grade Inset Face Frame

OUR CABINETS
We fabricate our cabinets with the highest attention to detail, 

focusing on ensuring quality and consistency. We work with 

our clients to learn how they operate and develop a design that 

optimizes their cabinets for them and the spaces they’re in.

 With fully custom cabinets, we don’t have to work within 

increments of 3 inches. We design each cabinet for the optimal use 

of space with consideration for purpose, hardware, and aesthetics. 

 With our European style cabinets, we prioritize a 1/8 inch reveal; 

with our Face Frame cabinets, we prioritize a 3/4 inch reveal. Our 

face frames are designed to span multiple cabinets, avoiding large 

gaps between fronts where two boxes join together. 

 Fronts can have multiple profiles between the outer edge, inner 

edge, and flat or raised panels, providing many options to customize 

a look and bring traditional or contempoary styles into our cabinets.

 There are numerous varieties of wood species we can use and 

even more options of stain and paint, whether they are off the shelf 

or custom mixed for a particular project. 

 When it comes to our cabinets, we truly mean we are custom.



DOORS & DRAWERS
Whether stain-grade or paint grade, lacquer or conversion varnish, 

we can create the finish you want for your project. From rustic to 

clear, closed grain to open grain, off the shelf or custom designed 

stains and paints, your imagination is the limit to what we can craft.

WOODS & FINISHES

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM
If you have a cabinet project you’re thinking about, 

we would love to meet with you to discuss what that 

journey would look like. Our showroom has a variety 

of material samples that can help the process. Please 

call us or email us to schedule an appointment.

509-782-3400
design@ovenells.com
ovenells.com

305 Mission Ave
Cashmere, WA 98815

We have a variety of profile options for our fronts, including outer 

edge router profiles, flat panel or raised panel profiles, and inside 

edge profiles. Our standard doors have lumber stiles and rails, lumber 

raised panels, plywood flat panels, beadboard, v-board, or, when the 

cabinets will have a painted finish, an MDF Flat Panel. Our drawer 

boxes are made with birch plywood, dovetail joinery and undermount  

soft-close hardware.
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